Position information has been proved to be very effective in document summarization, especially in generic summarization. Existing approaches mostly consider the information of sentence positions in a document, based on a sentence position hypothesis that the importance of a sentence decreases with its distance from the beginning of the document. In this paper, we consider another kind of position information, i.e., the word position information, which is based on the ordinal positions of word appearances instead of sentence positions. An extractive summarization model is proposed to provide an evaluation framework for the position information. The resulting systems are evaluated on various data sets to demonstrate the effectiveness of the position information in different summarization tasks. Experimental results show that word position information is more effective and adaptive than sentence position information.
Introduction
Position information has been frequently used in document summarization. It springs from human's tendency of writing sentences of greater topic centrality at particular positions in a document. For example, in newswire documents, topic sentences are usually written earlier. A sentence position hypothesis is then given as: the first sentence in a document is the most important and the importance decreases as the sentence gets further away from the beginning. Based on this sentence position hypothesis, sentence position features are defined by the ordinal position of sentences. These position features have been proved to be very effective in generic document summarization. In more recent summarization tasks, such as query-focused and update summarization tasks, position features are also widely used.
Although in these tasks position features may be used in different ways, they are all based on the sentence position hypothesis. So we regard them as providing the sentence position information. In this paper, we study a new kind of position information, i.e., the word position information. The motivation of word position information comes from the idea of assigning different importance to multiple appearances of one word in a document.
As to many language models such as the bagof-words model, it is well acknowledged that a word which appears more frequently is usually more important. If we take a closer look at all the appearances of one word, we can view this as a process that the different appearances of the same word raise the importance of each other. Now let's also take the order of the appearances into account. When reading a document, we can view it as a word token stream from the first token to the last. When a new token is read, we attach more importance to previous tokens that have the same lemma because they are just repeated by the new token. Inspired by this, we postulate a word position hypothesis here: for all the appearances of a fixed word, the importance of each appearance depends on all its following appearances. Therefore, the first appearance of a word is the most important and the importance decreases with the ordinal positions of the appearances. Then, a novel kind of position features can be defined for the word appearances based on their ordinal positions. We believe that these word position features have some advantages when compared to traditional sentence position features. According to the sentence position hypothesis, sentence position features generally prefer earlier sentences in a document. As to the word position features that attempt to differentiate word appearances instead of sentences, a sentence which is not the first one in the document may still not be penalized as long as its words do not appear in previous sentences. Therefore, word position features are able to discover topic sentences in deep positions of the document. On the other hand, the assertion that the first sentence is always the most important is not true in actual data. It depends on the writing style indeed. For example, some authors may like to write some background sentences before topic sentences. In conclusion, we can expect word position features to be more adaptive to documents with different structures.
In the study of this paper, we define several word position features based on the ordinal positions of word appearances. We also develop a word-based summarization system to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed word position features on a series of summarization data sets. The main contributions of our work are: (1) representation of word position information, which is a new kind of position information in document summarization area.
(2) empirical results on various data sets that demonstrate the impact of position information in different summarization tasks.
Related Work
The use of position information in document summarization has a long history. In the seminal work by (Luhn, 1958) , position information was already considered as a good indicator of significant sentences. In (Edmundson, 1969) , a location method was proposed that assigns positive weights to the sentences to their ordinal positions in the document. Position information has since been adopted by many successful summarization systems, usually in the form of sentence position features. For example, Radev et al. (2004) developed a feature-based system MEAD based on word frequencies and sentence positions. The position feature was defined as a descending function of the sentence position. The MEAD system performed very well in the generic multi-document summarization task of the DUC 2004 competition. Later, position information is also applied to more summarization tasks. For example, in queryfocused task, sentence position features are widely used in learning-based summarization systems as a component feature for calculating the composite sentence score (Ouyang et al, 2007; Toutanova et al, 2007) . However, the effect of position features alone was not studied in these works.
There were also studies aimed at analyzing and explaining the effectiveness of position information. Lin and Hovy (1997) provided an empirical validation on the sentence position hypothesis. For each position, the sentence position yield was defined as the average value of the significance of the sentences with the fixed position. It was observed that the average significance at earlier positions was indeed larger. Nenkova (2005) did a conclusive overview on the DUC 2001-2004 evaluation results. It was reported that position information is very effective in generic summarization. In generic single-document summarization, a leadbased baseline that simply takes the leading sentences as the summary can outperform most submitted summarization system in DUC 2001 and 2002. As in multi-document summarization, the position-based baseline system is competitive in generating short summaries but not in longer summaries. Schilder and Kondadadi (2008) analyzed the effectiveness of the features that are used in their learning-based sentence scoring model for query-focused summarization. By comparing the ROUGE-2 results of each individual feature, it was reported that position-based features are less effective than frequency-based features. In (Gillick et al., 2009) , the effect of position information in the update summarization task was studied. By using ROUGE to measure the density of valuable words at each sentence position, it was observed that the first sentence of newswire document was especially important for composing update summaries. They defined a binary sentence position feature based on the observation and the feature did improve the performance on the update summarization data.
Methodology
In the section, we first describe the word-based summarization model. The word position features are then defined and incorporated into the summarization model.
Basic Summarization Model
To test the effectiveness of position information in document summarization, we first propose a word-based summarization model for applying the position information. The system follows a typical extractive style that constructs the target summary by selecting the most salient sentences.
Under the bag-of-words model, the probability of a word w in a document set D can be scaled by its frequency, i.e., p(w)=freq(w)/|D|, where freq(w) indicates the frequency of w in D and |D| indicates the total number of words in D. The probability of a sentence s={w 1 , …, w N } is then calculated as the product of the word probabilities, i.e., p(s)=Π i p(w i ). Moreover, the probability of a summary consisting a set of sentences, denoted as S={s 1 , …, s M }, can be calculated by the product of the sentence probabilities, i.e., p(S)=Π j p(s j ). To obtain the optimum summary, an intuitive idea is to select the sentences to maximize the overall summary probability p(S), equivalent to maximizing
where w ji indicates the ith word in s j and |S| indicates the total number of words in S. As to practical summarization tasks, a maximum summary length is usually postulated. So here we just assume that the length of the summary is fixed. Then, the above optimization target is equivalent to maximizing Σ j Σ i logfreq(w ji ). From the view of information theory, the sum can also be interpreted as a simple measure on the total information amount of the summary. In this interpretation, the information of a single word w ji is measured by log freq(w ji ) and the summary information is the sum of the word information. So the optimization target can also be interpreted as including the most informative words to form the most informative summary given the length limit.
In extractive summarization, summaries are composed by sentence selection. As to the above optimization target, the sentence scoring function for ranking the sentences should be calculated as the average word information, i.e., score(s) = Σ i log freq(w i ) / |s|.
After ranking the sentences by their ranking scores, we can select the sentences into the summary by the descending order of their score until the length limit is reached. By this process, the summary with the largest p(S) can be composed.
Word Position Features
With the above model, word position features are defined to represent the word position information and are then incorporated into the model. According to the motivation, the features are defined by the ordinal positions of word appearances, based on the position hypothesis that earlier appearances of a word are more informative. Formally, for the ith appearance among the total n appearances of a word w, four position features are defined based on i and n using different formulas as described below.
(1) Direct proportion (DP) With the word position hypothesis, an intuitive idea is to regard the information degree of the first appearance as 1 and the last one as 1/n, and then let the degree decrease linearly to the position i. So we can obtain the first position feature defined by the direct proportion function, i.e., f(i)=(n-i+1)/n. (2) Inverse proportion (IP). Besides the linear function, other functions can also be used to characterize the relationship between the position and the importance. The second position feature adopts another widely-used function, the inversed proportion function, i.e., f(i)=1/i. This measure is similar to the above one, but the information degree decreases by the inverse proportional function. Therefore, the degree decreases more quickly at smaller positions, which implies a stronger preference for leading sentences. (3) Geometric sequence (GS). For the third feature, we make an assumption that the degree of every appearance is the sum of the degree of all the following appearances, i.e., f(i) = f(i+1)+ f(i+2)+…+ f(n). It can be easily derived that the sequence also satisfies f(i) = 2·f(i-1). That is, the information degree of each new appearance is halved. Then the feature value of the ith appearance can be calculated as f(i) = (1/2) i-1 . (4) Binary function (BF). The final feature is a binary position feature that regards the first appearance as much more informative than the all the other appearances, i.e., f(i)=1, if i=1; λ else, where λ is a small positive real number.
Incorporating the Position Features
To incorporate the position features into the word-based summarization model, we use them to adjust the importance of the word appearance. For the ith appearance of a word w, its original importance is multiplied by the position feature value, i.e., log freq(w)·pos (w, i) , where pos(w, i) is calculated by one of the four position features introduced above. By this, the position feature is also incorporated into the sentence scores, i.e.,
Sentence Position Features
In our study, another type of position features, which model sentence position information, is defined for comparison with the word position features. The sentence position features are also defined by the above four formulas. However, for each appearance, the definition of i and n in the formulas are changed to the ordinal position of the sentence that contains this appearance and the total number of sentences in the document respectively. In fact, the effects of the features defined in this way are equivalent to traditional sentence position features. Since i and n are now defined by sentence positions, the feature values of the word tokens in the same sentence s are all equal. Denote it by pos(s), and the sentence score with the position feature can be written as score'(s) = ( Σ w in s logfreq(w) · pos(s))/|s| = pos(s)·(Σ log w in s freq(w)/|s|), which can just be viewed as the product of the original score and a sentence position feature.
Discussion
By using the four functions to measure word or sentence position information, we can generate a total of eight position features. Among the four functions, the importance drops fastest under the binary function and the order is BF > GS > IP > DP. Therefore, the features based on the binary function are the most biased to the leading sentences in the document and the features based on the direct proportion function are the least. On the other hand, as mentioned in the introduction, sentence-based features have larger preferences for leading sentences than word-based position features.
An example is given below to illustrate the difference between word and sentence position features. This is a document from DUC 2001. 1. GENERAL ACCIDENT, the leading British insurer, said yesterday that insurance claims arising from Hurricane Andrew could 'cost it as much as Dollars 40m.' 2. Lord Airlie, the chairman who was addressing an extraordinary shareholders' meeting, said: 'On the basis of emerging information, General Accident advise that the losses to their US operations arising from Hurricane Andrew, which struck Florida and Louisiana, might in total reach the level at which external catastrophe reinsurance covers would become exposed'. 3. What this means is that GA is able to pass on its losses to external reinsurers once a certain claims threshold has been breached. 4. It believes this threshold may be breached in respect of Hurricane Andrew claims. 5. However, if this happens, it would suffer a post-tax loss of Dollars 40m (Pounds 20m). 6. Mr Nelson Robertson, GA's chief general manager, explained later that the company has a 1/2 per cent share of the Florida market. 7. It has a branch in Orlando. 8. The company's loss adjusters are in the area trying to estimate the losses. 9. Their guess is that losses to be faced by all insurers may total more than Dollars 8bn. 10. Not all damaged property in the area is insured and there have been estimates that the storm caused more than Dollars 20bn of damage. 11. However, other insurers have estimated that losses could be as low as Dollars 1bn in total. 12 Mr Robertson said: 'No one knows at this time what the exact loss is'.
For the word "threshold" which appears twice in the document, its original importance is log(2), for the appearance of "threshold" in the 4 th sentence, the modified score based on word position feature with the direct proportion function is 1/2·log(2). In contrast, the score based on sentence position feature with the same function is 9/12·log(2), which is larger. For the appearance of the word "estimate" in the 8 th sentence, its original importance is log(3) (the three boldfaced tokens are regarded as one word with stemming). The word-based and sentence-based scores are log(3) and 5/12·log(3) respectively. So its importance is larger under word position feature. Therefore, the system with word position features may prefer the 8 th sentence that is in deeper positions but the system with sentence position feature may prefer the 4 th sentence. As for this document, the top 5 sentences selected by sentence position feature are {1, 4, 3, 5, 2} and the those selected by the word position features are {1, 8, 3, 6, 9}. This clearly demonstrates the difference between the position features.
Experimental Results

Experiment Settings
We conduct the experiments on the data sets from the Document Understanding Conference (DUC) run by NIST. The DUC competition started at year 2001 and has successfully evaluated various summarization tasks up to now. In the experiments, we evaluate the effectiveness of position information on several DUC data sets that involve various summarization tasks. One of the evaluation criteria used in DUC, the automatic summarization evaluation package ROUGE, is used to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed word position features in the context of document summarization 1 . The recall scores of ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2, which are based on unigram and bigram matching between system summaries and reference summaries, are adopted as the evaluation criteria.
In the data sets used in the experiments, the original documents are all pre-processed by sentence segmentation, stop-word removal and word stemming. Based on the word-based summarization model, a total of nine systems are evaluated in the experiments, including the system with the original ranking model (denoted as None), four systems with each word position feature (denoted as WP) and four systems with each sentence position feature (denoted as SP).
For reference, the average ROUGE scores of all the human summarizers and all the submitted systems from the official results of NIST are also given (denoted as Hum and NIST respectively).
Redundancy Removal
To reduce the redundancy in the generated summaries, we use an approach similar to the maximum marginal relevance (MMR) approach in the sentence selection process (Carbonell and Goldstein, 1998) . In each round of the sentence selection, the candidate sentence is compared against the already-selected sentences. The sentence is added to the summary only if it is not significantly similar to any already-selected sentence, which is judged by the condition that the cosine similarity between the two sentences is less than 0.7.
Generic Summarization
In the first experiment, we use the DUC 2001 data set for generic single-document summarization and the DUC 2004 data set for generic multi-document summarization. The DUC 2001 data set contains 303 documentsummary pairs; the DUC 2004 data set contains 45 document sets, with each set consisting of 10 documents. A summary is required for each document set. Here we need to adjust the ranking model for the multi-document task, i.e., the importance of a word is calculated as its total frequency in the whole document set instead of a single document. For both tasks, the summary length limit is 100 words. Table 1 and 2 below provide the average ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 scores (denoted as R-1 and R-2) of all the systems. Moreover, we used paired two sample t-test to calculate the significance of the differences between a pair of word and sentence position features. The bolded score in the tables indicates that that score is significantly better than the corresponding paired one. For example, in Table 1 , the bolded R-1 score of system WP DP means that it is significantly better than the R-1 score of system SP DP. Besides the ROUGE scores, two statistics, the number of "first sentences 2 " among the selected sentences (FS-N) and the average position of the selected sentences (A-SP), are also reported in the tables for analysis. Table 1 and Table 2 , it is observed that position information is indeed very effective in generic summarization so that all the systems with position features performed better than the system None which does not use any position information. Moreover, it is also clear that the proposed word position features consistently outperform the corresponding sentence position features. Though the gaps between the ROUGE scores are not large, the t-tests proved that word position features are significantly better on the DUC 2001 data set. On the other hand, the advantages of word position features over sentence position features are less significant on the DUC 2004 data set. One reason may be that the multiple documents have provided more candidate sentences for composing the summary. Thus it is possible to generate a good summary only from the leading sentences in the documents. According to Table 2 , the averagesentence-position of system SP BF is 1, which means that all the selected sentences are "first sentences". Even under this extreme condition, the performance is not much worse.
The two statistics also show the different preferences of the features. Compared to word position features, sentence position features are likely to select more "first sentences" and also have smaller average-sentence-positions. The abnormally large average-sentence-position of SP BF in DUC 2001 is because it does not differentiate all the other sentences except the first one. The corresponding word-positionbased system WP BF can differentiate the sentences since it is based on word positions, so its average-sentence-position is not that large.
Query-focused Summarization
Since year 2005, DUC has adopted queryfocused multi-document summarization tasks that require creating a summary from a set of documents to a given query. This task has been specified as the main evaluation task over three years (2005) (2006) (2007) . The data set of each year contains about 50 DUC topics, with each topic including 25-50 documents and a query. In this experiment, we adjust the calculation of the word importance again for the query-focused issue. It is changed to the total number of the appearances that fall into the sentences with at least one word in the query. Formally, given the query which is viewed as a set of words Q={w 1 , …, w T }, a sentence set S Q is defined as the set of sentences that contain at least one w i in Q. Then the importance of a word w is calculated by its frequency in S Q . For the queryfocused task, the summary length limit is 250 words. Table 3 below provides the average ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 scores of all the systems on the DUC 2005-2007 data sets. The boldfaced terms in the tables indicate the best results in each column. According to the results, on queryfocused summarization, position information seems to be not as effective as on generic summarization. The systems with position features can not outperform the system None. In fact, this is reasonable due to the requirement specified by the pre-defined query. Given the query, the content of interest may be in any position of the document and thus the position information becomes less meaningful.
On the other hand, we find that though the systems with word position features cannot outperform the system None, it does significantly outperform the systems with sentence position features. This is also due to the role of the query. Since it may refer to the specified content in any position of the documents, sentence position features are more likely to fail in discovering the desired sentences since they always prefer leading sentences. In contrast, word position features are less sensitive to this problem and thus perform better. Similarly, we can see that the direct proportion (DP), which has the least bias for leading sentences, has the best performance among the four functions. 
System
Update Summarization
Since year 2008, the DUC summarization track has become a part of the Text Analysis Conference (TAC). In the update summarization task, each document set is divided into two ordered sets A and B. The summarization target on set A is the same as the query-focused task in DUC 2005-2007. As to the set B, the target is to write an update summary of the documents in set B, under the assumption that the reader has already read the documents in set A. The data set of each year contains about 50 topics, and each topic includes 10 documents for set A, 10 documents for set B and an additional query. For set A, we follow exactly the same method used in section 4.4; for set B, we make an additional novelty check for the sentences in B with the MMR approach. Each candidate sentence for set B is now compared to both the selected sentences in set B and in set A to ensure its novelty. In the update task, the summary length limit is 100 words. Table 4 above provides the average ROUGE-1 and ROUGE-2 scores of all the systems on the TAC 2008-2009 data sets. The results on set A and set B are shown individually. For the task on set A which is almost the same as the DUC 2005-2007 tasks, the results are also very similar. A small difference is that the systems with position features perform slightly better than the system None on these two data sets. Also, the difference between word position features and sentence position features becomes smaller. One reason may be that the shorter summary length increases the chance of generating good summaries only from the leading sentences. This is somewhat similar to the results reported in (Nenkova, 2005 ) that position information is more effective for short summaries.
For the update set B, the results show that position information is indeed very effective. In the results, all the systems with position features significantly outperform the system None. We attribute the reason to the fact that we are more concerned with novel information when summarizing update set B. Therefore, the effect of the query is less on set B, which means that the effect of position information may be more pronounced in contrast. On the other hand, when comparing the position features, we can see that though the difference of the position features is quite small, word position features are still better in most cases.
Discussion
Based on the experiments, we briefly conclude the effectiveness of position information in document summarization. In different tasks, the effectiveness varies indeed. It depends on whether the given task has a preference for the sentences at particular positions. Generally, in generic summarization, the position hypothesis works well and thus the ordinal position information is effective. In this case, those position features that are more distinctive, such as GS and BF, can achieve better performances. In contrast, in the query-focused task that relates to specified content in the documents, ordinal position information is not so useful. Therefore, the more distinctive a position feature is, the worse performance it leads to. However, in the update summarization task that also involves queries, position information becomes effective again since the role of the query is less dominant on the update document set.
On the other hand, by comparing the sentence position features and word position features on all the data sets, we can draw an overall conclusion that word position features are consistently more appreciated. For both generic tasks in which position information is effective and query-focused tasks in which it is not so effective, word position features show their advantages over sentence position features. This is because of the looser position hypothesis postulated by them. By avoiding arbitrarily regarding the leading sentences as more important, they are more adaptive to different tasks and data sets.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a novel kind of word position features which consider the positions of word appearances instead of sentence positions. The word position features were compared to sentence position features under the proposed sentence ranking model. From the results on a series of DUC data sets, we drew the conclusion that the word position features are more effective and adaptive than traditional sentence position features. Moreover, we also discussed the effectiveness of position information in different summarization tasks.
In our future work, we'd like to conduct more detailed analysis on position information. Besides the ordinal positions, more kinds of position information can be considered to better model the document structures. Moreover, since position hypothesis is not always correct in all documents, we'd also like to consider a preclassification method, aiming at identifying the documents for which position information is more suitable.
